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AN ALL-NEW APES EPIC!

APE AND HUMAN IN A WORLD GONE MAD!

DREAMERS OF EMERALD DOOM!
PROLOGUE:
Two years have passed since a city of nomads rose in bright flame to sink in dark seas... and the awesome city-ship HYDROMEDA is now no more than a memory to be loathed. One man alone was responsible for HYDROMEDA's actual destruction, as well as symbolic destruction. Then, he was known secretly as slinker. Now he takes the proud name ALARIC...

But even if he has left the shadows to walk under the sun, he is still a curious man... for it is a man's feelings, and not the man himself, which must now hide.

Any man who stands for it is wise...

I believe that is the word you search for.

I hope it is the word you meant.

But when you freed us from the HYDROMEDA's oars, Alaric, you freed us from this whole situation--! You said we'd never again tolerate these rules--!

But now it's just the same. We're working for them again--!

And I like it not, Alaric... I like it not at all.

It is the only way, friend Starkor. You know that.

Besides, we are not working for them-- we are working with them.

For the first time in our lives--
- We are cooperating with them... and living with them--humans and apes--as equals.

(Quals, but for how long? How long before hatred overwhelms mutual need? Before desperate pleas for peace and understanding become echoes lost in blood...?)

Send some humans abaft--and tell them to be quick about it!

Two years have passed since Hydromeda doused her conflagration under turbulent waves... two years of laborious gestation, in which the freedom reaver has slowly taken form. She is not as large as Hydromeda or any of the other sprawling city-ships, but she has been designed to provide greater speed... and to pose a greater threat.
CHIEF ARCHITECT GRAYMALKYN ISSUES ORDERS IN A VOICE WHICH HE HOPES IS FIRM BUT NOT TYRANNICAL, THE RECIPIENTS OF HIS ORDERS ARE HUMANS, WHILE HE IS NOT, THUS, LIKE ALARIC, HE TOO MUST HIDE HIS FEELINGS...

TIGHTER ON THOSE ROPE BEFORE YOU WEDGE THE MAST! IT'S LEANING A FULL TEN DEGREES LEEWARD ---!

ONLY THE APES POSSESS ANY KNOWLEDGE OF SHIPBUILDING AND NAVIGATION, STARKOR, THEREFORE, THEY MUST GIVE THE ORDERS... FOR NOW, ANYWAY.

WHAT DOES THIS GRAYMALKYN THINK --- THIS STRANGE COMBINATION OF GENIUS AND BESTIALITY? WHAT DOES HE FEEL? WHY DOES HE REFUSE TO BARE HIS FEELINGS?

THE SECOND MAST IS BEING SECURED NOW, ALL THAT REMAINS, THEN, IS THE RIGGING...

...AND A NUMBER OF MINOR CONCLUDING DETAILS WHICH AMOUNT TO LITTLE MORE THAN FURBISHMENT.

I SEE, EXCELLENT, FRIEND GRAYMALKYN.

WELL ENOUGH...

FRIEND... ALARIC.

AGAIN HE HOLDS BACK, GUARDS HIMSELF AGAINST WHAT FEAR OF HUMANS? OR FEAR OF THE REACTION FROM HIS FELLOW APES, SHOULD HE SHARE HIS FEELINGS WITH A HUMAN...?

YES, WE SHOULD BE READY TO SAIL WITHIN THE WEEK --- THANKS TO THE HELP OF YOU AND YOUR FREEMEN.
YOU CALL IT HELP... WE HUMANS DID EVERYTHING... WHILE YOU APES STOOD AROUND AND SHOUTED AT US! MAYBE IT WAS NECESSARY THAT YOU GIVE THE ORDERS, BECAUSE YOU ALONE POSSESSED THE KNOWLEDGE--!

BUT THE ONLY REASON HUMANS KNOW NOTHING ABOUT SAILING IS BECAUSE WE'VE BEEN LOCKED BELOW DECK-- SLAVES TO THE OARS SINCE THE DAY WE WERE FIRST ABLE TO CLOSE OUR HANDS!

BUT FOR THIS GROUP OF HUMANS, THAT'S ALL CHANGED NOW! WE'VE WON OUR FREEDOM-- AND WE OUTNUMBER YOU ON THIS ISLAND! SO DON'T FORGET THAT THE FREEDOM REAPER IS A HUMAN SHIP--!

(A LEADER CANNOT TAKE SIDES THE CONFRONTATION MUST RUN ITS OWN COURSE.)

NOTHING STARKOR-- IN TRUTH WE'VE DONE WHAT WAS REQUIRED OF US. ALONE, MY GROUP OF APES WAS NOT SMALL ENOUGH TO DO THE ACTUAL SHIP-BUILDING...

SO WE WERE STRANDED FOR YEARS.

AND DON'T FORGET WHO BUILT HER-- AND WHO DID NOTHING!

BUT FOR ALL YOUR NUMBERS, YOU'D STILL BE STRANDED-- WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF OUR KNOWLEDGE.

WE MUST FACE THE FACT THAT WE NEED EACH OTHER-- AT LEAST UNTIL YOU SET US ASHORE ON OUR HOME-LAND, AT WHICH TIME THE SHIP WILL BE YOURS TO SERVE WHATEVER ENDS YOU WISH.

AND NO, WE ARE NOT TOO BLIND TO CORRECTLY GUESS THE PURPOSE OF THE BATTERING RAM YOU REQUESTED.

BUT AGAIN, IF YOU WISH TO STAVE IN THE HULL OF EVERY APE CITY-- SHIP ON THE SEA, THAT IS YOUR BUSINESS...

... AFTER WE ARE TRANSPORTED HOME.

... THERE IS NO LOVE LOST BETWEEN US.

(IF THAT GORILLA IS WHAT YOU CALL A FRIEND, ALARIC--)

-- THEN MAYBE YOU'LL BETTER THINK TWICE ABOUT CALLING ME THE SAME!

(AND THE BEGINNING IS MORE OMINOUS THAN I FEARED.)

(IT IS ENDED, BUT THE END IS JUST THE BEGINNING...)
PULL HARDER!!
The ship must clear the surf---!!

She must be towed out far enough for her sails to catch the wind!

Harper. Pull harder!!

If that stinking gorilla yells "harder" one more time... I'll use this towline for his noose!

I'm with you, Starkor---I don't see him fighting the waves.

Gravмalkyn, perhaps I had better take control now...

(it is an insult to his identity as an ape.)

Still, he steps aside with nothing more than a shrug.

Hear me, men---!

IT IS A SHIP OF FREEDOM!!

You pull for yourselves now---so pull with all the strength you command!!

IT IS NOT OARS YOU PULL NOW!!

Good to hear a human voice issuing orders for a change---!

And if my "best friend" has finally decided to strike a blow for humanity, we might as well oblige him, brothers.

Heave---with your backs in it!!

And with a last mighty surge, the "Freedom Reaver" slipes into open sea!!

Triumph, Aloric---

Triumph for the first band of freemen---!

The occasion deserves to be honored; does it not---!

Indeed it does, Starkor!

Then, this banner I've made shall honor us well---!

Starkor swiftly scales the rigging. A moment of bated silence, as all stare upward... then a spontaneous explosion of wild cheers...

But the jubilance is not shared by all...

...nor should it be.

Never again, brothers---never again shall we be slaves to the apes!!
THREE NIGHTS LATER, FLYING A WESTERLY COURSE, THE FREEDOM REAPER IS SEEN AS MOONLIGHT CAUGHT IN CANVAS SAILS... SURROUNDED BY DARKNESS...

...SAVE FOR THE RHYTHMIC SUGURUS OF OARS TREAD-ING WATER, ALL IS STILL. THERE ARE TWO PEOPLE AT THE PROW...

IT IS CHILL.

WILL YOU PROVE THE SEAS FOREVER, ALARIC. TAKING REVENGE ON EVERY APE CITY-SHIP YOU FIND...?

OR WILL WE SETTLE ON LAND SOMEDAY... IN A HOME WHICH DOES NOT SWELL WITH THE OCEAN'S EVERY BREATH...?

YES... BUT WHEN?

THINK OF IT... IN TIME, WE MIGHT EVEN BE ABLE TO HAVE A...

WE WILL SETTLE ON LAND, REENA... SOMEDAY.

SHIP AHEAD, ALARIC...!!

WHAT IN THE...?!

IT'S BIGGER THAN THE HYDROMEDA, ALARIC...! THERE MUST BE AT LEAST TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND APES LIVING ON THAT CITY...!

AND PROBABLY FIVE-THOUSAND HUMAN SLAVES!!

(HE'S RIGHT, BUT WHY NOW...? NOW, OF ALL TIMES...!!)
Faster on the oars! We can overtake it by dawn—nor at any time at all while we're still aboard this ship!

But you won't overtake it by dawn—nor at any time at all while we're still aboard this ship!

Wait, Starkor. He is right—we made an agreement with the apes. We shall keep that agreement.

You're insane, Alaric! That ship might be the Dymaxion—the ones who captured us in the first place and sold us to Hydromeda!

We might still have friends in that hold—slaving at the oars!!

Is that why you wish to stave in the ship's hull? To drown your friends at the oars—?

Shut up, you dirty filthy animal!! (The point of no return. Approached from the beginning.)

Starkor—I graymalkyn! As captain of this ship, I command you to halt! No, Alaric—let them kill themselves if they want to—!

Leave violence where it is, Alaric!!

(There was right. Should have let them murder each other! Should not have interfered!)

I told you to—!

(Should not have been—)

Uhn—!
HE'S UNCONSCIOUS!
WE'LL NEED A
HARNESS TO GET HIM
BACK ABOARD!
JUST KEEP
HIM FROM
GOING UNDER
FOR THE
SECOND.

WAIT--WHAT'S THAT--?
The WATER--IT'S EX-
PLODING... IT'S--

OH... MY... GOD...

OH MY GOD!

SOME WOULD CALL IT A MONSTER.
SOME, A LEVIATHAN FROM THE
DREADED DEEP. OTHERS WOULD
CLAIM IT IS MERELY A NIGHTMARE...
OR AN HALLUCINATION.

ALL OF THEM
WOULD BE WRONG.
(Too many shadows here. Cut by light pools of shimmering deep blue and green—The sea, straining to push in, to enter this place and crush life, even above—the sea is above, completely surrounding this place... this trap.)

What is... Dwelleron?

My home, my ship... it is here, within the very center of life, that I find the only true peace...

You see, Dwelleron is the successful result of experiments in the lost art of bio-mechanics... of calculated mutation and manipulation of her genes, completely self-sustained, both my world and my vehicle; Dwelleron provides for her own needs and for mine as well...

Thus in certain ways I am a parasite, it is one which controls its host-organism...

By probing the appropriate nerve-ganglia, much like pressing buttons, I can force Dwelleron to perform my will to journey in my chosen direction...

And even as her cilia propel us, they snare food and fuel, for her consumption...
WE DIDN'T SPEAK BECAUSE WE THOUGHT IT SHOULD BE YOUR DECISION, ALARIC...

I SEE NO HARM IN ANSWERING, GRAYWALKYN...

THE NAME OF OUR SHIP IS THE FREEDOM REAPER...

NOW... SINCE YOUR TWO COMPANIONS REFUSED TO SPEAK WHILE YOU WERE UNCONSCIOUS, PERHAPS YOU WILL ANSWER MY QUESTIONS...

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE SHIP FROM WHICH YOU FELL... THE SHIP I HAVE FOLLOWED FOR TWO DAYS...?

AND ITS PURPOSE...?

TO FREE HUMAN SLAVES FROM THE CITY-SHIPS OF THE APES.

AND HOW DOES YOUR FREEDOM REAPER PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH SUCH ENDS?

BY RAMMING THE CITY-SHIPS AND DESTROYING THEM.

GOOD, I SHALL ALLOW YOUR SHIP TO SURVIVE THEN... AT LEAST FOR A TIME, UNTIL ITS USE TO ME HAS EXPIRED AND IT BECOMES A THREAT IN ITSELF.

NOW, IF YOU WILL FOLLOW ME...?

DINNER IS ABOUT TO BE SERVED.

(MUCH BETTER THAN THE FOOD SERVED TO HUMAN SLAVES ABOARD THE CITY-SHIPS... AND BETTER, EVEN, THAN THAT CAUGHT FROM THE REAPER...)

(PERHAPS THIS IS A REMARKABLE PLACE... BUT CAN THE WALLS... THE FLOOR AND CEILING... ACTUALLY BE LIVING FLESH?)

BUT WHY DID YOU CREATE DWELLERON?

TO DRIVE THE CITY-SHIPS OFF THE SEAS... TO CHASE WAR AND FILTH BACK ONTO LAND, WHERE IT BELONGS!

NEITHER I NOR DWELLERON SHALL REST UNTIL EVERY LAST CITY-SHIP IS GONE.

THE SEA IS QUIET, RICH WITH LIFE. IT HAS NO PLACE FOR THOSE WHO CARELESSLY JETTISON WASTE INTO ITS DEPTHS... THOSE WHOSE WARS SOW DEATH AND FOULNESS UPON THE WAVES.
But you can't destroy everyone in those cities. There are humans in the holds—kept as slaves, chained to the oars. You can't kill them—!

On the contrary, they should be the first to die. It was the humans who first waged war—who invented war—and who first filled the sea with their filth.

Then why haven't you killed us—? At least Starkor and I, if not Gravmalkyn—?

It is not individuals I hate. I merely despise that which occurs when individuals mass together. Quite simply, I hate war and filth...

(He seems so casual about it... about murder...)

Were I forced to see the faces of those I condemn, I could never destroy the city-ships.

Only thinking of them as a hideous mass of corruptors can I perform my work.

Keep you—for a time. I enjoy conversing with those whose minds I don't yet know. But I will soon grow bored, no doubt.

And what do you plan to do with us—?

And perhaps return you to your ship for now that is impossible...

As we are presently on a fixed course... pursuing prey...

A city-ship? The Dymaxon? It's them you're after?

But not until it merges with three more city-ships... then, dwelleron shall expend the least effort toward the most destruction.

"And now, my charming guests, while dwelleron's crew keep silent pace with the Dymaxon above, I suggest you take some rest. Your quarters, I trust, will prove comfortable."

(He's mad... utterly MAD...)

Continued next week!!
Dear Bullpen,

Glad to see the superb panther's rage in Planet of the Apes. Don McGregor's masterpiece must surely rate as one of Marvel's greatest epics. Credit must also be given to Rick Buckler and Billy Graham, who complement Don's style admirably. Each character is so well-developed that we soon know each of them and the emotions that propel them. Only Marv Wolfman's Dracula can equal this. The conflict between T'Challa and W'Kabi is excellent. You can almost touch the tension between the two, and for once this tension is not resolved in a fight. Well done, Don!

It is also interesting to notice a difference in style between this book and that of the Lee/Kirby Thor/FF, where Stan's dialogue complements Jack's art. I would hazard a guess as to how Stan and Jack work together. Stan sends Jack a brief outline of the plot, back come the drawings to which Stan puts in the dialogue. No doubt it's a little more complex than that, but I would say that was the rough schedule. Correct?

It would also be interesting to hear from other Marvelites on whether or not a comic book should feature the artwork more prominently, or should the script be more important. I would plump for the latter, but I would be interested in hearing other opinions on the subject. But then, again, I could sit and look at Gene Colan's art for hours, so perhaps a happy medium would be best.

Tim Stanger
1 Woodland Drive, Old Catton, Norwich.

So you'd like to know how Stan and Jack make it all happen, huh? Well, the short answer would be, "So would they!" But joshing apart, you're not so very far wide of the mark, except that Jack and Stan prefer to talk the plot over together, then Jack goes ahead with a free hand to translate the plot into pictures, his only restriction being that he has to contain the plot within the number of pages allotted to the story in the mag. Stan then writes in the dialogue on the pencils, and so we progress... And we, too, would be interested to learn whether Marvelites rate the storylines higher than the artwork. So now EVERYONE's got homework to do!

Dear All,

Here is a special vote of thanks to all Planet of the Apes fans for being just the neatest type of people there is. Congratulations and thanks, too, to all the Planet of the Apes organisations and fan clubs that have provided our immense joy throughout the time our heroes have been absent from our TV screens. But most especially I thank the people who bring this super mag to us each week, for their dedication and help in satisfying our thirst for Apel/Astronaut knowledge.

To show my loyalty to Pete, Alan, Galen, Urko, Zaius and all the other people who are in any way connected to POTA, I would like to start an appreciation club in my area (Cleveland). So all fans in my area who are interested in joining, would you please meet me at Middlesbrough Town Hall, Saturday the 14th, at 2.30. Those who can't make it may write and enquire.

Carol
27 Blantyre Road, Normandy, Middlesbrough, Cleveland, TS6 0ES

That plan of yours is our idea of an inspiration, Carol. There's just one snag — that old 'time-lag' we've mentioned now and again. We mean the time-lag between a reader's letter being received by us, and that same letter appearing in one of our mags. There's just no way yours can appear before Febr. 14th. So we're gonna take it upon ourselves to suggest to all interested fans to be at the same place, same time on Sat. April 17th. Wish we could all be there, too.

Dear Stan and Co.

Re the letter from S. Winetrobe in POTA No. 68, I likewise wrote to the S.T.V. Network inquiring if they would be showing Planet of the Apes, having seen it while I was up North on Grampus Television. (Where, by the way, it is being repeated.) Their reply, quote: "We have just recently purchased the rights for the series and screening should be sometime later in the year..."

That was in August 1975... So, come on, you Apes fans in the North, Get writing. I already have, at least three times.

Sandie Stroman
29 Albert Road, Crosthill, Glasgow.

Well, all you Apes fans! You've been given the rallying call. So what are you waiting for?

Dear Stan,

Your magazine, "Planet of the Apes" is terrific and I always enjoy reading it, especially the film adaptations. I like reading the Apes Forum and I know that you often receive letters of complaint about the magazine's covers, I am afraid that I have to agree with them most of the time, but the cover of issue No. 65 is fantastic. If all your covers were as good as that I am sure there would be no more complaints.

I have read that many POTA readers have paperbacks concerning the Apes, I have only two, "Escape from the Planet of the Apes", and "Man the Fugitive". I once saw the paperbacks "Beneath the Planet of the Apes," and "Conquest of the Planet of the Apes." However, the books were so popular that there weren't any left. Can any other reader tell me from which bookshops I could purchase them?

Margaret Lyle
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

Believe us, Margaret, we strain nerve, sinew and toil to make ALL the covers as high a standard as possible, So don't think we aren't trying!
Dear British Bullpen,

The Mighty Marvel renaissance moves ahead! You're finally picking yourselves up again. Over the last year Marvel declined slightly, but very noticeably, and you were beginning to sacrifice quality for quantity. But, it seems that after Stan came over not so long ago, you have picked up again. Now that you are back on top, stay there!

Now for another matter there has been a lot of controversy recently over what is going to happen when our British Marvels catch up with the American. You have hinted at home-produced stories. This, though, is bound to create problems. For instance, nothing ‘MAJOR’ could happen. I mean nothing Big can happen (e.g., Mary Jane dying) unless it happens also in the States. The British stories would have to deal only with fights against foes, and not much private life of your heroes. I am not against this but there are alternatives. When you major titles (e.g., Hulk, Spider) catch up, make your mags monthly. Something like 70 pages for 20p. Well, it's a thought, anyway.

Andrew White, Liverpool.

With respect, Andy, you're looking at Marvel through the wrong end of the telescope, which means you're seeing the future in a diminished form and missing the possibility for expansion which change will bring. When and if we are able to “home-produce” our scripts and artwork, why should anyone assume that everything else will remain much the same? Marvel has ALWAYS been on the move, so isn't it feasible (even logical) that when we make the production break-through we'll achieve other break-throughs at the same time?

Dear Stan and Co.,

While looking through the TV papers the other day I noticed that on Border, at 4.20 on Thursdays there is a series called "Return to the Planet of the Apes". As I cannot get Border could you possibly tell me what it is about?

I would also like to ask if any reader would be willing to sell me an issue one of P.O.T.A. I would pay more than the official price for it.

John Gay, 19 Johnston Terrace, Port Seton, East Lothian, Scotland.

The Apes programme you saw listed for Border TV is a Planet of the Apes cartoon series, John, based on the books by Pierre Boule, OK?

Dear Marvel,

When POTA first came out over a year ago I felt it was wasted, as I had been hoping for something more, like Superheroes. Now I think it's much better. After coming through some rough times (20-31), it's back up there with the best. I feel no regrets on the info going as I find the reading interviews with Rod Sterling etc. a waste of time. I'm very glad you've put Panther and K-Zar in and I feel 'Conquest' is the best story yet—I find Alfredo Alcala the best ape artist. Rico Rival is too scratchy. Doug M has mastered the Apes—it's a good idea to keep a regular writer and artist on Apes, as they develop.

I think the emotions of Caesar were beautifully done, even nicer still as Armando's but, "No— you only said aloud what I was thinking." This put Armando on a higher grade than all the other humans of the 1990's. It seems to me that 'Conquest' is real. A further thought, will we all develop into selfish beings? I hope not.

When I first read 64 I felt it was unnecessary, but now I feel this was Doug attempting to show how selfish we can become. Would you blame the Apes for revolting?

Comics are for pleasure, but if you look deep enough, in there somewhere there's a meaning.

Gary Bell, QNS, RFO, KOF, Belfast, N. Ireland.

Thanks for the analytical letter, and the profound thought you closed with. And speaking of profound thoughts, how's this for another? "Take half the world's politicians, and, if you look deep enough, inside there's a comic!"

Dear Stan,

I must congratulate you on your marvel-busting PLANET OF THE APES. But there is one question you must answer me. In issue 64, page 4, Senior Armando quotes "When the plague killed off all the cats and dogs on earth, people brought Apes into their homes, first as pets, then as labourers." In the TV series 'Planet of the Apes', episode one, a small chimpanzee boy is testing an old man with a dog. Is the TV series not connected with the films? If it is, how do you account for the dog?

C. Rock, Middlesbrough, Cleveland.

We'd say that when Armando stated that ALL cats and dogs had been destroyed by the plague, he was slightly over-stating the case. There would have been small numbers of survivors, and from these survivors the species (almost wiped out) would be re-established.

ESPECIALLY FOR PLANET OF THE APES FAN CLUB MEMBERS - YOUR OWN SECRET CODED MESSAGE!

MESSAGE OF THE MONTH FROM URKO

CODE "V":

9 20 4 20 26 13 26 18 6 19 24
16 19 20 25 13 10 19 6 18 10 20 11
25 13 10 9 6 23 16 13 6 14 23 10 9
6 24 25 23 20 19 6 26 25 14 13 6 11 10
7 10 10 19 8 13 6 24 14 19 12 20 19
25.1.

Decipher this message by using your POTA decoder tuned to code "V". Send the answer to the question to the fan club address, and the first correct answer opened will win the Planet of the Apes record. The next 3 correct entries opened will win an Apes badge! So hurry, get those decoders dialling, and send us your answer immediately!

Planet of the Apes Fan Club
140 Piccadilly London W.1